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Medieval Healthcare and the Rise of Charitable Institutions: The History of the Municipal Hospital examines
the development of medieval institutions of care, beginning with a survey of the earliest known hospitals in
ancient times to the classical period, to the early Middle Ages, and finally to the explosion of hospitals in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. For Western Christian medieval societies, institutional charity was a necessity
set forth by the religion’s dictums—care for ...
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Medicine and Society in the Medieval Hospital. The rise of the modern hospital began in Paris when the social
change brought about by the French Revolution provided the momentum for the transformation. For the first
time in history, cure of the body and care for the soul were separated, and physicians, rather than the church and
rich lay patrons,...
HOSPITAL, MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE HISTORY OF THE••• Hospitals have become the primary
theaters of modern medical practice. The early history of these institutions dates from about 400 to 1600, and
includes these developments:(1) the origins of hospitals; (2) their development in the Byzantine and Islamic
worlds; (3) their history in medieval western Europe; and (4) their flowering in Renaissance Italy.
The New Middle Ages is a series dedicated to pluridisciplinary studies of medieval cultures, with particular
emphasis on recuperating women’s history and on feminist and gender analyses. This peer-reviewed series
includes both scholarly monographs and essay collections.
Sheila Sweetinburgh is the author of The Role of the Hospital in Medieval England: Gift-giving and the
Spiritual Economy (Dublin, 2004) and editor of Later Medieval Kent, 1220–1540 (Woodbridge, 2010) and
Early Medieval Kent, 800–1220 (Woodbridge, 2016).
From having a hole bored into your head to placing leaves under your pillow at night, medieval healthcare was
weird and wonderful. We are fortunate to live in a world today where anaesthetics are available, but back in
medieval times people were not so lucky. Here are 10 facts about medicine and healthcare in medieval times.
Medicine and Health in the Middle Ages . The Middle Ages, the period in history between the fall of the Roman
Empire and the beginning of the Renaissance (roughly 500 to 1400 A.D.), was very much a time of darkness for
modern civilization.

History of Hospitals. By late in the century, however, as society became increasingly industrialized and mobile
and as medical practices grew in their sophistication and complexity, the notion that responsible families and
caring communities took care of their own became more difficult to apply.
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